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Abstract
Coastal Planning and Engineering of North Carolina (CPE-NC) is the project engineer representing
Ocean Isle Beach, North Carolina in its efforts to control erosion at the eastern end of Ocean Isle
Beach immediately west of Shallotte Inlet. In order to determine the effects of proposed terminal
groin construction activities on potentially significant submerged cultural resources, CPE-NC
contracted with Tidewater Atlantic Research, Inc. of Washington, North Carolina to conduct a marine
and terrestrial remote-sensing survey of the proposed construction area. Field research for the project
was conducted on 12 through 14 December 2014. Analysis of the remote-sensing data generated
during the Ocean Isle Beach survey identified a total of 22 magnetic anomalies in the offshore project
environment and 4 anomalies in the terrestrial project environment. Sonar identified 16 targets in the
marine environment. All of the anomalies and all of the sonar images are associated with previous
groin structures or small objects that represent debris associated with those groins or perhaps
residential material deposited by storms. None of the anomalies and sonar images appears to
represent more complex signatures associated with historic vessel remains. No additional
investigation is recommended in conjunction with the proposed groin construction.
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Introduction
Coastal Planning and Engineering of North Carolina (CPE-NC) is the project engineer representing
Ocean Isle Beach, North Carolina in its efforts to control erosion at the eastern end of Ocean Isle
Beach immediately west of Shallotte Inlet. In order to determine the effects of proposed terminal
groin construction activities on potentially significant submerged cultural resources, CPE-NC
contracted with Tidewater Atlantic Research, Inc. (TAR) of Washington, North Carolina to conduct a
marine and terrestrial remote-sensing survey of the proposed construction area. As a consequence of
that agreement, CPE-NC contracted with TAR to conduct a magnetometer and sidescan sonar survey
of the offshore construction site and a magnetometer survey of the terrestrial construction area.
The marine and terrestrial remote-sensing investigations conducted by TAR archaeologists were
designed to provide accurate and reliable identification, assessment and documentation of submerged
cultural resources in the study area. The assessment methodology was developed to comply with the
criteria of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-665), the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (Public Law 11-190), Executive Order 11593, the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation Procedures for the protection of historic and cultural properties (36
CFR Part 800) and the updated guidelines described in 36 CFR 64 and 36 CFR 66. The results of the
investigation were designed to furnish CPE-NC with the archaeological data required to comply with
submerged cultural resource legislation and regulations.
Field research for the project was conducted on 12 through 14 December 2014. Analysis of the
remote-sensing data generated during the Ocean Isle Beach survey identified a total of 22 magnetic
anomalies in the off shore project environment and 4 anomalies in the terrestrial project environment.
Sonar identified 16 targets in the marine environment. All of the anomalies and all of the sonar
images are associated with previous groin structures or small objects that represent debris associated
with those groins or perhaps residential material deposited by storms. None of the anomalies and
sonar images appears to represent more complex signatures associated with historic vessel remains.
No additional investigation is recommended in conjunction with the proposed groin construction.
Project field personnel consisted of Gordon P. Watts, Jr., principal investigator and Ralph Wilbanks
remote-sensing operator. John W. Morris from the Underwater Archaeology Branch (UAB) of North
Carolina Department of Cultural Resources (NCDCR) was aboard the survey vessel for the marine
investigation. Dr. Watts and Morgan V. Arnold conducted the terrestrial survey. Senior Historian
Robin Arnold carried out the historical and literature research. Dr. Watts and Ms. Arnold prepared
this report.
Project Location
The remote-sensing project area is situated at the east end of Ocean Isle Beach immediately west of
Shallotte Inlet (Figure 1). The terrestrial survey area is rectangular in shape measuring 450 feet in
width and 800 feet in length and equals 8.26 acres. The marine survey area is approximately square
measuring 750 feet in length and 800 feet in width and equals 13.77 acres. Data was collected on 50foot survey lines in the marine environment. That same line spacing was carried out as vegetation
permitted in the terrestrial environment.
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Figure 1. Project Location Map (USGS "Cape Fear, North Carolina" 1:24,000).
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The survey boundaries (Figure 2) defined in North Carolina State Plane Coordinates, based on NAD
83, U.S. Survey Foot are shown in the following table.

Table 1. Survey boundaries defined in North Carolina State
Plane coordinates, NAD 83, U.S. Survey Foot.

Research Methodology
Literature and Historical Research
TAR historians conducted a literature search of primary and secondary sources to assess the potential
to find significant historic and/or cultural resources within the proposed dredge site. A general
background history of Ocean Isle Beach and the lower Cape Fear region was prepared from source
material in the TAR research library. Preliminary wreck-specific information was collected from
published sources including: Disasters to American Vessels, Sail and Steam, 1841-1846 (Lockhead
1954), Encyclopedia of American Shipwrecks (Berman 1972), Shipwrecks of the Civil War (Shomette
1973), Merchant Steam Vessels of the United States 1790-1868 (Lytle and Holdcamper 1975),
Shipwrecks of the Americas (Marx 1983), and Official Records of the Union and Confederate Navies
in the War of the Rebellion (National Historical Society 1987). In addition, the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP) online database (National Park Service n.d.), and the Automated Wreck and
Obstruction Information System (NOAA n.d.) were queried for wreck-specific information.
Personnel at the UAB of the North Carolina Office of State Archaeology (Fort Fisher) were contacted
for shipwreck data associated with Ocean Isle Beach and coastal Brunswick County. TAR personnel
also interviewed area archaeologists and other individuals knowledgeable in maritime history and
shipwreck research to solicit their assistance to generate wreck data.
Remote-Sensing Survey
In order to reliably identify submerged cultural resources, TAR archaeologists conducted a systematic
remote-sensing survey of the proposed dredge site. Underwater survey activities were conducted
from the 24-foot survey vessel Atlantic Surveyor; and a pedestrian survey collected data on the beach
during low tide and into the interior as vegetation permitted for approximately 800 feet. In order to
fulfill the requirements for survey activities in North Carolina, magnetic and acoustic remote-sensing
equipment were employed.
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Figure 2. Survey map coordinate locations.
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This combination of remote sensing represents the state of the art in submerged cultural resource
location technology and offers the most reliable and cost-effective method to locate and identify
potentially significant targets. Data collection was controlled using a differential global positioning
system (DGPS). DGPS produces the highly accurate coordinates necessary to support a sophisticated
navigation program and assures reliable target location. An EG&G GEOMETRICS G-881 marine
cesium magnetometer, capable of plus or minus 0.001 gamma resolution, was employed to collect
magnetic data in the survey area (Figure 3).
To produce the most comprehensive magnetic record, data was collected at 10 samples per second.
Due to shoal water within the project area, the magnetometer sensor was towed just below the water
surface at a speed of approximately three to four knots. Magnetic data were recorded as a data file
associated with the computer navigation system. Data from the survey were contour plotted using
QUICKSURF computer software to facilitate anomaly location and definition of target signature
characteristics. All magnetic data were correlated with the acoustic remote-sensing records.

Figure 3. The EG&G GEOMETRICS G-881 cesium vapor magnetometer.
A 445/900 kHz KLEIN SYSTEM 3900 digital sidescan sonar (interfaced with SONARPRO SONAR
PROCESSING SYSTEM) was employed to collect acoustic data in the survey area (Figure 4). Due to
shoal water within the project area, the sidescan sonar transducer was deployed and maintained
between 3 and 5 feet below the water surface. Acoustic data were collected using a range scale of 30
and 50 meters to provide a minimum of 200% coverage and high target signature definition.
Acoustic data were recorded as a digital file with SONARPRO and tied to the magnetic and positioning
data by the computer navigation system.
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Figure 4. The KLEIN SYSTEM 3900 digital sidescan sonar.
A TRIMBLE AgGPS was used to control navigation and data collection in the survey area. That
system has an accuracy of plus or minus three feet, and can be used to generate highly accurate
coordinates for the computer navigation system on the survey vessel. The DGPS was employed in
conjunction with an onboard laptop loaded with HYPACK navigation and data collection software
(Figure 5). Positioning data generated by the navigation system were tied to magnetometer records
by regular annotations to facilitate target location and anomaly analysis. All data is related to the
North Carolina State Plane Coordinate System, NAD 83.

Figure 5. Computer navigation system located on the research vessel helm.
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A TRIMBLE GeoExplorer Series GeoXT handheld DGPS capable of +/-3 feet was employed to
control positioning for the magnetic data within the survey area. The GeoXT utilizes WAAS
satellites to provide differential corrections in the field. The beach survey area was investigated with
a GEOMETRICS 856 cesium vapor magnetometer and a TRIMBLE GeoExplorer Series GeoXT
handheld DGPS to identify buried ferromagnetic cultural material (Figure 6).

Figure 6. The Geometrics G-856 magnetometer and Trimble DGPS terrestrial survey.
Remote-Sensing Data Analysis
To ensure reliable target identification and assessment, analysis of the magnetic and acoustic data was
carried out as it was generated. Using QUICKSURF contouring software, magnetic data generated
during the survey were contour plotted at 3-gamma intervals for analysis and accurate location of
magnetic anomalies. The magnetic data was examined for anomalies, which were then isolated and
analyzed in accordance with intensity, duration, areal extent and signature characteristics. Sonar
records were analyzed to identify targets on the basis of configuration, areal extent, target intensity
and contrast with background, elevation and shadow image, and were also reviewed for possible
association with identified magnetic anomalies.
Data generated by the remote-sensing equipment were developed to support an assessment of each
magnetic and acoustic signature. Analysis of each target signature included consideration of
magnetic and sonar signature characteristics previously demonstrated to be reliable indicators of
historically significant submerged cultural resources. Assessment of each target includes avoidance
options and possible adjustments to avoid potential cultural resources. Where avoidance is not
possible the assessment includes recommendations for additional investigation to determine the exact
nature of the cultural material generating the signature and its potential NRHP significance.
Historical evidence was developed into a background context and an inventory of shipwreck sites that
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identified possible correlations with magnetic targets (Appendix A). A magnetic contour map of the
survey area was produced to aid in the analysis of each target.
Historical Background
Shallotte Inlet has served the community of Shallotte and southern Brunswick County since early
colonization of coastal North Carolina. Prior to the establishment of paved roads and rail facilities in
the early 20th century, the community of Shallotte was approachable only by water through Shallotte
Inlet. The inlet is located in southwestern Brunswick County between Holden Beach and Ocean Isle
Beach and provides access to the Shallotte River, Shallotte Creek, and Saucepan Creek.
Early settlement of the Shallotte River basin and the area surrounding Shallotte Inlet probably first
occurred in the late seventeenth century, but permanent settlement seems to have begun during the
second quarter of the eighteenth century (Angley, n.d.:1). A 1738 map of the area indicated a sparse
settlement of three plantations on the eastern side of the lower portions of the Shallotte River. Two
plantations were also shown on the sound to the west of the river's mouth. An Anglican missionary
reported in 1762 that a group of dissenters had settled along the beach between Lockwood’s Folly and
Shallotte Inlet (Angley, n.d.:1). The name for the region was noted as early as 1801. The original
correct name being “Charlotte”, but through improper usage the name Shallotte developed. The
modern name was fixed by 1837 (Lee, 1978:88).
The Shallotte River basin was included within the Port of Brunswick, and during the colonial period
rice, lumber and naval stores probably made up the majority of the exports shipped through Shallotte
Inlet to other ports. By the late eighteenth century two landings were in use in the area: Gause
Landing and Brick Landing. According to traditional accounts, Brick Landing, located just across
Saucepan Creek from present Shallotte Point, was used for an importation site of bricks from
England. Large plantations and naval stores facilities remained in operation on both sides of the
Shallotte River until the outbreak of the Civil War (Angley, n.d.:2).
The original location of Shallotte is unknown, although the name has been applied to where the main
bridge or ferry crossed the Shallotte River. Around 1840 an unsuccessful attempt was made to
establish a town near the mouth of the river. What is now called Shallotte was established at its
present location by 1889 where the main road bridge crossed the river, and at the head of sloop
navigation. Shallotte was incorporated in 1899 with a population of 149 (Lee, 1978:181).
On 19 April 1861 newly elected President Abraham Lincoln issued a proclamation establishing a
blockade of Confederate ports in South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana,
and Texas. Eight days later, Lincoln extended the blockade to include ports in Virginia and North
Carolina.
Within a few months of Lincoln's proclamation, the newly appointed secretary of the U.S. Navy,
Gideon Wells, took proactive steps to implement an effective blockade off the South’s coastline. In
the interim, stationed aboard the U.S. gunboat Penobscot off Shallotte Inlet on 8 June 1862,
Lieutenant Francis M. Bunce reported that:
In obedience to your [J. M. B. Clitz] orders I left this vessel with the second
cutter and gig, manned by volunteers. The gig was in charge of Acting Master J.
W. Simmons, who was accompanied by Assistant Surgeon E. C. Ver Meulen,
Acting Assistant Paymaster A. Pool, and Mr. John Clitz, captain’s clerk. In the
second cutter with me were Acting Master’s Mates S. K. Luce and S. H. Damon
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and [Acting] Assistant Paymaster T. H. Haskell, of the State of Georgia. We
entered Shallotte Inlet and boarded the schooner Sereta, of Nassau, New
Providence, which we found deserted. Her cargo consisted of salt and fruit. She
being aground, [sic] burned her. While returning we were fired upon once. I
noticed that several houses in the distance displayed flags of truce (U.S. Navy
Department [USND], ser. I, vol. 7, 1898:467).
Bunce’s statement was forwarded to North Atlantic Blockading Squadron headquarters (Hampton
Roads) as an enclosure in his superior’s account of the Sereta affair, and in the latter’s hand this
interesting remark about his vessel’s grounding at Shallote Inlet was made:
Agreeable to Commander Armstrong’s order of the 8th instant I [J. M. B. Clitz]
proceeded to the westward in chase of a strange sail. When near Shallotte Inlet I
saw the chase, a schooner, enter that inlet. In trying to obtain a good position for
shelling the vessel I unfortunately grounded on a bank of sand outside the bar.
This ship [USS gunboat Penobscot] was running slow in 4 fathoms water,
heading offshore, when the depth suddenly changed to 2 fathoms. I immediately
reversed the engine, but before we could stop her way she struck. Sounded about
the ship, ran out a kedge and hawser astern and hove taut. The wind offshore
from the northward and sea smooth, but the tide ebbing, and no prospect of soon
getting off. Immediately dispatched a boat in charge of an officer to
communicate with Commander Armstrong, senior officer off Cape Fear….That
night, about 11 o’clock, the U.S.S. State of Georgia arrived and commenced
preparations for getting the ship off. On the morning of the 9th, before that ship
could be got into position, the tide ebbed, the wind changed to northeast, creating
considerable swell. The kedge anchor coming home, the vessel forging ahead
and thumping heavily, it was determined to lighten the ship, first, that we might
get her off the more easily; and, secondly, in case of nonsuccess to prevent the
Government property from falling into the hands of the enemy, by whom, from
our close proximity to the land, we were surrounded. During the night of the 9th
the wind and sea moderating, the ship laid easily without changing her position.
The 10th being a fine calm day and a high tide, at about half past 4 p.m., with the
assistance of the State of Georgia, the ship, I am happy to say, floated off. On
examination I find the ship considerably damaged, but not so much so as to
prevent her from attending to the duties of the blockaded for the present. I
respectfully call your [L. M. Goldsborough] attention to the reports of Engineer
Jones and Carpenter’s Mates Murdock, of this ship, and Campbell, of the
Victoria. I also enclose the report of Lieutenant Bunce in relation to the
destruction of the above-named schooner, Sereta, and a log book found on board
(USND, ser. I, vol. 7, 1898:466).
Another relevant report, this one filed by U.S. Navy Commander James Armstrong (USS State of
Georgia) on 19 August 1862, related that:
Three contrabands came off last night. They report the steamer Carolina (Kate),
Lockwood, master, from Nassau, entered this port [Wilmington, North Carolina]
some thirteen days since. She brought in liquors, clothing, and fruit; had been
chased and compelled to throw over her arms to escape. The master stated the
Nashville was at Nassau when he left, loading, and was coming to this place.
The contrabands state a schooner loaded with salt entered Shallotte Inlet a few
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days since, and that a rebel regiment left Smithville for Kinston (USND, ser. I,
vol. 7, 1898:659).
The aforementioned schooner that evaded Federal vessels after entering Shallotte Inlet became a
subject of discussion during the Board of Inquiry held aboard the State of Georgia on 30 September
1862. Previously, at Norfolk aboard the U.S. flagship Minnesota, Rear-Admiral L. M. Goldsborough
dispatched this order to Commander Armstrong stationed off New Inlet:
SIR: Yours of the 19th ultimo [August] reached me by the mail of today [1
September 1862], and I regret exceedingly to learn that two vessels, one a
schooner and the other the steamer Carolina, had succeeded, a short time
previously, in eluding the blockade and getting into port. This will never answer.
More vigilance must be exercised. Why is it that the vessels stationed on the side
the Carolina entered “have no knowledge of the fact?” Appoint a board of three
impartial and suitable officers to investigate the subject of the entrance of the
above vessels and report to me in writing the result of their enquiry; and if there
be fault, let them state frankly with what officer or officers of the blockading
squadron off Wilmington it lies….I wish the board to state also what vessels of
the blockading force were off the entrances, respectively, by which the schooner
and steamer managed to get in (USND, ser. I, vol. 7, 1898:660).
At the conclusion of the Federal investigation, U.S. Navy board members related that the unknown
schooner that entered Shallotte Inlet in early August 1862 was “chased” by the Mystic (Master R. F.
Coffin) unsuccessfully through “no want of vigilance” (USND, ser. I, vol. 7, 1898:662). Depositions
also revealed that the Monticello and Stars and Stripes were also standing in at the location near
Shallotte Inlet on Federal blockade duty (USND, ser. I, vol. 7, 1898:660-662).
Intelligence collected by the commander of the USS Victoria stationed off Wilmington in early
autumn 1862 suggested that the schooner James Buchanan had entered Shallotte Inlet during late
summer and was now loading cotton at that location. In other news, the Federals reported that 15
deaths had been attributed to the steamer Kate, which had recently entered the Cape Fear River from
Nassau (USND, series I, vol. 8, 1899:82).
Meanwhile, U. S. Naval Commander G. H. Scott voiced his concern that the Wilmington blockade
was insufficient, and reported that the enemy were “plainly seen erecting batteries on the beach near
Fort Caswell (USND, series I, vol. 8, 1899:87). Scott added this remark about nearby Shallotte Inlet:
The withdrawal of the Octorara and Victoria leaves the force here (six) in my
opinion too small to blockade the two passes effectually; there should, I think, be
at least eight here, three at each inlet. One is at all times absent for coal, and
there should be, I think, one at Charlotte [Shallotte] Inlet, 20 miles west of this,
where it is said vessels drawing 8 or 9 feet frequently enter, loaded with salt and
other articles (USND, series I, vol. 8, 1899:87).
Due to “the constant trade” moving between Shallotte Inlet and Wilmington by early October 1862
Commander Scott was ordered to "send a vessel at once to blockade off Shallotte Inlet and keep
watch over as much of the neighboring coasts as possible without interfering with the blockade of the
inlet” (USND, series I, vol. 8, 1899:120, 126).
This decision proved prudent and immediately fruitful. At dawn on 22 October 1862, the master of
the U.S. gunboat Penobscot overtook the “English full-rigged brig Robert Bruce” off Shallotte Inlet
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(USND, series I, vol. 8, 1899:142). Before being sent to New York for adjudication, the cargo of the
Federal prize was inventoried with these items:
Thirty-seven bales and 14 cases woolens, 4 bales linens, 26 cases boots and
shoes, 20 barrels drugs, 15 cases drugs, 400 bundles iron hoops, 225 pigs of iron,
8 hogsheads of ale, 30 casks (300 dozen) bottled porter, 5 puncheons of rum, 3
casks of table cutlery, 58 crates of earthenware, 186 crates of bottles, 3 crates and
1 hamper tinware [sic], 60 bags of glue, [and] 42 bags of corks (USND, series I,
vol. 8, 1899:142).
At the time of its capture, the 200-ton brig’s crew hoisted a British flag, and its master William Muir
claimed to be bound for Halifax, Nova Scotia after setting sail from Hull, England some 53 days
before. Muir claimed that he could enter Shallotte Inlet “at half tide or low water” and the vessel’s
log supported his statement that he had “fair winds from England” (USND, series I, vol. 8, 1899:142).
Commander Clitz of the Penobscot, however, reported that when “boarded she was near Shallotte
Inlet, a place much used to run cargo into for the rebels” and that this vessel was “recognized as the
same one that ran the blockade out of Wilmington, N.C., in December, 1861” (USND, series I, vol. 8,
1899:142, 150).
Within a few weeks, the Monticello was assigned to the Shallotte Inlet station to relieve Commander
Macomb of the Genesee. The former Federal vessel was at that time tasked to blockade duties off
Cape Fear River under the command of D. L. Braine (USND, series I, vol. 8, 1899:209). On 18
November, the Ariel and Ann Maria were both intercepted by sailors assigned to the Federal
blockader Monticello at Shallotte Inlet, and were subsequently destroyed. In both instances, the
blockade-running schooners carried large cargoes of salt (Report of the Secretary of the Navy, 4
December 1865 in: U.S. Congress 1865:458). Specific details of the separate events off Shallotte
Inlet, were described at the time of the captures to Rear-Admiral S. P. Lee, by Lieutenant Commander
Braine as follows:
Sir: I have the honor to inform you that this morning at early daylight we
weighed anchor as usual, and, as soon as everything could be distinctly seen
around, I stood to the westward along the coast. At 8 a.m. we discovered a
schooner close inshore to the westward and gave chase. The parties on board of
her ran her on shore. With a few shell we dispersed those unloading her. She
proved to be the English schooner Ariel, of Halifax. We found no papers or
colors on board. At this time another schooner was discovered to the westward
down the coast. Leaving two boats endeavoring to get off the first schooner, I
immediately started in pursuit of the second. She was also run on shore. I drove
those employed in unloading her away from her with a few shell. On boarding,
she proved to be the English schooner Ann Maria, of Nassau, New Providence. I
found no papers or colors. Getting as close to her as possible with the steamer, I
got a hawser to her and hauled her off. She was, however, bilged and sunk in 4
fathoms of water. I immediately returned to the first schooner and, finding her
bilged, fired, but the fire was extinguished by the sea. The cargoes of these
vessels were principally salt, a few kegs of lard, and a few barrels of flour and
sugar. I destroyed everything I could lay my hands on. I obtained two
compasses, some old charts, and a few other articles of slight value, such as
brooms, etc., which I appropriated for ship’s use. I enclose all the papers found
on board. I think we must have destroyed upward of 2,000 bags of salt. The
schooners were each about 80 tons, one English and one American built (USND,
series I, vol. 8, 1899:218-219).
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Blockaders continued their close scrutiny of the inlet, and on Christmas Day 1862, a “propeller
steamer” was observed attempting to enter Shallotte Inlet but was “chased away from shore” by the
blockader Victoria (USND, series I, vol. 8, 1899:401). Just three days later, Captain Hooker of the
Victoria witnessed a “stranger [sic] steamer” as the latter “hauled up for the land” in the late morning
(USND, series I, vol. 8, 1899:401). Hooker “gave chase till 2 p.m., when the steamer abandoned her
intention and stood offshore, going very fast” (USND, series I, vol. 8, 1899:401). This blockade
runner was “described as two-masted, very rakish, had the appearance of two smoke pipes, and darkcolored paint” and appeared to be a side-wheel steamer (USND, series I, vol. 8, 1899:401). Federal
eyewitnesses stressed to their superiors that both “strangers” were “described as far superior in speed
to the Victoria” USND, series I, vol. 8, 1899:401).
On 7 February 1863, Acting Ensigns James C. Gibney and George Smith commenced a nocturnal
marine reconnaissance “up Shallotte Inlet” aboard “a well manned” launch belonging to the
Maratanza (USND, series I, vol. 8, 1899:529; Neeser 1909:148-149). Gibney and Smith later
informed their superior that they first [7:30PM] steered northeast by north and took soundings as they
proceeded. The soundings were found:
[T]o be very regular, the water shoaling gradually from 6 to 3 fathoms to within
one-fourth of a mile of the bar, which runs parallel and nearly across the mouth
of said inlet. After some delay in finding the entrance we discovered a break in
the bar, which we supposed to be the channel. We immediately steered for it,
and were right in our supposition, for it proved to be the entrance. In it we found
2 fathoms of water, it being then nearly high tide, and just within we found 3
fathoms, which soundings we kept until we arrived nearly across the inlet. We
then steered E. about 2 miles, shoaling the water from 2 to 1 fathoms. We then
found it necessary to cross to the south side of the inlet, as the channel tended in
that direction. We proceeded up that shore about 3 miles farther without seeing
anything of importance. Finding the tide to be ebbing very fast, and having a
difficult channel to navigate, we started on our return. We followed the south
side of the river back, where we found another channel, but more intricate than
the one on the north side of said inlet. At 1 a.m. we passed out of the entrance to
Shallotte Inlet on the bar, it being then low tide, 1 fathoms of water. At 2 a.m. [8
February 1863] we returned to the ship, having accomplished the object of our
enterprise (USND, series I, vol. 8, 1899:529).
Lieutenant E. Hooker [volunteer] of the three-gun steamer Victoria captured the Canadian brig Minna
as it attempted to enter Shallotte Inlet on 18 February 1863 and towed the vessel to the Cape Fear
River rendezvousing with the USS Dacotah (USND, series I, vol. 8, 1899:535; Neeser 1909:382383). The Minna, of and from Quebec, was loaded with salt, drugs and other items and was most
recently outbound from Nassau. In this instance, the prize was condemned and was sailed to New
York for adjudication along with its master, mate, two crewmen and some retiring sailors of the
Dacotah (Neeser 1909:383).
Two days later, as the USS Monticello reconnoitered Little River Inlet, its commander observed two
contrabands “making signals” (USND, series I, vol. 8, 1899:548). The men proved to be Sam Picket
(22) and Henry Picket (17) from Shallotte, who informed the Federals that a schooner was waiting to
run out of Shallotte Inlet after discharging its cargo of perhaps cotton and naval stores. Furthermore,
the two young men related that there were 14 pickets at Shallotte. At this point, the Pickets were
assigned to the steamer Monticello for the term of three years (USND, series I, vol. 8, 1899:548).
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On 22 February 1863, the USS Victoria and Matthew Vassar encountered “a large two-masted
steamer, painted lead color” running up along the beach to Shallotte Inlet (USND, series I, vol. 8,
1899:562). Despite being fired upon with guns and muskets, the blockade runner apparently turned to
a seaward direction and escaped into the darkness (USND, series I, vol. 8, 1899:562). Two boats and
their crews acting under the joint supervision of Master C. A. Pettit performed a survey of Shallotte
Inlet in late winter 1865. On that date, the Federals “[s]urprised and routed a Confederate force,
capturing six prisoners” (Neeser 1909:236-237).
On 4 December 1864, Secretary of the Navy Gideon Welles remarked that the “demands upon the
naval service, which for four years had been exacting, were relaxed upon the fall of Fort Fisher”
(Report of the Secretary of the Navy, 4 December 1865 in: U.S. Congress 1865:III). In his report to
President Lincoln [and the U.S. Congress], Welles furthermore suggested that the possession of the
Cape Fear River and Wilmington “put an end to illicit traffic with the States in insurrection, and
extinguished the last remnants of that broken commerce which foreign adventurers had,
notwithstanding constant and severe losses, persisted in carrying on by breach of blockade” (Report
of the Secretary of the Navy, 4 December 1865 in: U.S. Congress 1865:III).
Following the Civil War and the end of the blockade, numerous vessels again passed through
Shallotte Inlet and up river to the town of Shallotte. The town, located at the head of sloop
navigation, had attained considerable importance as a center of trade (Angley n.d.:4). Vessels
navigating Shallotte Inlet experienced local problems with sand deposits in the channel that limited
the size of vessels that could safely pass over the bar. By 1889 "the channel depth at the ocean bar of
Shallotte Inlet was found to be 3 1/2 feet at low tide and 7 feet at high tide.
From the bar to a point 2 miles above the mouth of the river, the depth was 5 feet at low tide, varying
for the next 1 1/2 miles between 1-2 feet at low tide and 4-7 at high tide. From that point upstream to
Shallotte, the water varied between 3 and 10 feet at low tide. Coasting schooners of 250 barrels, or
22 tons capacity, of 50 feet in length, 16 feet wide, and 4-5 feet draught, could and were entering
through the inlet on a favorable tide and journeying upriver to Shallotte" (Angley, n.d.:4).
On 12 July 1878 the schooner Flash, under Captain Bryan Morse, experienced firsthand the dangers
of trying to pass over the shallow bar at the inlet. While attempting to go out over the Shallotte Bar
for Wilmington, the Flash got aground on what was called the West Breakers. On the following tide
she bilged, floated off into the channel, and then filled with water and sank with her cargo of eighteen
casks of spirits of turpentine and ninety-three barrels of rosin (The Morning Star [TMS] 16 July
1878). The Flash, which registered only about 15 tons, was the property of Captain Morse, and was
valued at about $600 and uninsured (TMS 16 July 1878). Another wreck was recorded on the bar
several years later. On 15 November 1894, the two-masted schooner Ray, owned by Captain Moore
and Sheriff Rouark, of Brunswick County stranded on the Shallotte bar. The schooner was bound
from Wilmington to Shallotte with a cargo of general merchandise when it was totally lost (The
Messenger, 27 November 1894).
Commerce of the Shallotte River Basin during the late nineteenth century was small compared to the
other North Carolina ports. Annual exports totaled about $50,000 in value, with principal exports
being crude and manufactured turpentine, tar, wood and lumber, cotton, rice, corn, sweet potatoes,
peas, fish, oysters, and diamond-backed terrapins. Imports consisting mainly of manufactured goods
from Wilmington (Angley, n.d.:4). Shallotte River proved to be even more active than Lockwood
Folly by serving a larger community. During the 1880s coastal schooners were carrying cargoes
during high tides up to Wilmington (Lee, 1978:197).
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In an effort to increase the amount of commerce for the area, improvements to the river and inlet were
proposed. On 22 February 1899, a Wilmington newspaper reported that Captain W. H. Bixby, of the
Corps of Engineers, stated in his report that the Shallotte River could be improved by straightening
the channel and removal of the oyster rock shoals. The changes would increase the channel width to
60 feet wide and a depth of four feet at low water. The total estimated cost would be $30,000 (TMS
22 February 1899). Apparently, the recommendations of Captain Bixby were not acted upon for
several years.
In January 1905, local residents petitioned their Congressional representative to obtain appropriations
for improvements to the Shallotte River. The impractical operation of the newly-constructed steamer
Franklin Pierce, for the Wilmington run and the loss of two schooners loaded with cargoes near
Shallotte, probably spurred the region's businessmen to again call for channel and inlet improvements
(The Wilmington Star [TWS] 14 January 1905). However, the pleas of the Shallotte residents were
again ignored. Finally, in 1912 the engineer in charge of the Wilmington District stated in an official
report that "the improvement of this river [Shallotte] by the general government to the extent of
$20,500, is justified by the present and prospective commercial interest involved” (TWS 25 January
1912).
Acting upon the latest incentive Congressman Godwin went before the Congressional Rivers and
Harbors Committee and asked that the recommendations by the United States Engineer be
incorporated in the following rivers and harbors bill. On 4 March 1913, the bill was passed
authorizing a channel 4 feet deep and 36 feet wide to White's Landing. The channel did not extend
from the ocean, but from the deep water in the inlet gorge or the mouth of the river. Following
improvements to the river, imports and exports for Shallotte in 1914 rose to 3,901 tons and were
valued at $132,780.
The majority of the commerce during 1914 was carried by 8 small schooners with a net tonnage of
only 97 tons (Angley, n.d.:5). In a subsequent act passed on 21 January 1927, the channel would be
extended up the river to Shallotte, a total distance of nine miles. The work was performed the
following summer for a total cost of $18,181 (TWS 25 January 1912; TMS 27 May 1928).
In October of 1913, the 322-ton schooner Greenleaf Johnson ran aground near the mouth of the
Shallotte River. The Johnson was outward bound with a cargo of 381,000 feet of lumber went it went
ashore during a gale. Most of the cargo and ship's riggings were salvaged and offered for sale at
auction the following February. Efforts were made to float the schooner although unsuccessful.
Several of the local mariners expressed "doubts that she will ever be floated again" (Angley, n.d.:5;
TWS 20 February 1914; TMS 4 March 1914).
By 1930 commerce on the Shallotte River had decreased to only 225 tons, valued at $11,944 (TWS 31
March 1931). Water-borne commerce through Shallotte Inlet was greatly changed with the advent of
more paved roads and the construction of the Inter-coastal Waterway (Angley, n.d.:5). Wilmington
continued to dominate the volume of maritime traffic in the region at its deep-water port. The
Shallotte River vicinity with its sparse population remained overshadowed. At the present time, the
inlet mainly serves the commercial and sports fishermen of the region.
According to the contemporary website maintained by the Town of Ocean Isle Beach (n.d.):
The island was incorporated as the Town of Ocean Isle Beach in 1959 and has a
current year-round resident population of approximately 554, with a seasonal
population of 25,000. Ocean Isle Beach offers seven miles of pristine beach and
provides a family beach environment. The Town operates under a council-mayor
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form of government and provides its citizens with a variety of municipal
services, including police and fire protection, water, sewer and sanitation service
as well as an oceanfront community center.
Description of Findings
The terrestrial remote-sensing survey of the Ocean Isle project area identified a total of 4 magnetic
anomalies (Figure 7; Appendix B). All of those appear to be associated with buried modern debris.
They are possibly associated with debris from previous (1993/2007) projects to pump dredge spoil on
the beach in the project area (Figure 8), construction of the earlier groins and/or residential structure
debris associated with storms.
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Figure 7. Magnetic anomalies and contoured magnetic data.
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Figure 8. Previous groins and dredge spoil pumped on beach in project area ca. 1993.
The marine remote-sensing survey of the Ocean Isle project area identified a total of 22 magnetic
anomalies (Figure 7; Appendix C). Seven of those are located outside the proposed project Area of
Potential Effect (APE). Without exception, all of the magnetic anomalies were determined to have
signature characteristics indicative of small single objects or modern debris. Most, if not all, appear
to be reliably associated with previously constructed groins and associated debris or residential
structural debris associated with storm damage. None of those anomalies have signature
characteristics similar to those associated with historical vessel remains.
A total of 16 sonar targets were recorded in the remote-sensing survey (Figure 9; Appendix D).
Many are duplicates of the same object or group of objects. One of the sonar targets lies outside the
project APE. While there are no clear geographical associations with magnetic anomalies, many of
the sonar images document the remains of previous groin structures and associated debris. Several
identify small single objects on the bottom surface. None of the sonar images have signature
characteristics similar to those associated with historical vessel remains (Appendix E).
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Figure 9. Sonar coverage mosaic with target locations.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
A survey of historical and archaeological literature and background research confirmed evidence of
sustained historic maritime activity associated with Shallotte Inlet. Although vessels have been
passing over the shallow bar at Shallotte Inlet since the eighteenth century, the volume of traffic never
reached that associated with nearby Wilmington. Several shipwrecks, however, have been recorded
for the Shallotte Inlet vicinity (Appendix A). Five were lost during the period of the Civil War. Five
other vessels have been documented lost near Shallotte Inlet during the late nineteenth century and
early twentieth century. None of the ship losses have been directly associated with the project area.
Historical research confirmed that the Shallotte Inlet area has been closely tied to Brunswick
County’s maritime commerce since the early eighteenth century. Consequently the area's coastal and
riverine waters must be considered high probability areas for shipwrecks and small coastal and
riverine craft. In the vicinity of Shallotte Inlet documentation has confirmed the loss of at least nine
vessels. None of the documented wrecks appear to have been located in or near the current project
area. In spite of the area's high potential, analysis of the remote sensing data confirmed that there
were no magnetic or acoustic targets at the proposed channel maintenance site. Consequently, no
additional submerged cultural resource investigation is recommended in conjunction with the
proposed project.
The terrestrial and marine magnetometer surveys identified 22 magnetic anomalies. The sidescan
sonar identified 16 acoustic targets. Without exception, all of the magnetic anomalies were
determined to have signature characteristics indicative of small single objects or modern debris.
Most, if not all, appear to be reliably associated with previously constructed groins at the project site
or storm related residential structural debris. Material generating 7 of the anomalies is located outside
the proposed project APE. Because none of the anomalies have signature characteristics similar to
those associated with historical vessel remains no additional investigation is recommended.
Many of the 16 sonar targets are duplicates of the same object or group of objects. One of the sonar
targets lies outside the project APE. While there are no clear geographical associations with magnetic
anomalies, many of the sonar images document the remains of previous groin structures, associated
debris and/or residential structure debris. Several identify small single objects on the bottom surface.
Because none of the sonar targets have signature characteristics similar to those associated with
historical vessel remains no additional investigation is recommended.
Based on the remote-sensing data the proposed project will not impact any terrestrial or submerged
cultural resources and no additional investigation is recommended. However, in the event that
historical vessel remains or other archaeological sites are identified during the course of groin
construction, the dredge operator should immediately notify the town of Ocean Isle Beach, CPE-NC
point of contact, the Town of Ocean Isle Beach, the NCDCR and the UAB.
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Appendix A
Documented Shipwrecks In The Vicinity of Shallotte Inlet

Appendix A
Known Shipwrecks In The Vicinity of Shallotte Inlet

Vessel Name
Unknown

Class
Schooner

Nationality

Tonnage

Unknown (2)
Ann Maria

Schooners
Schooner

British

80

Ariel

Schooner

British

80

Flash
Greenleaf Johnson
Laura (Soleta)
Ray
Sereta

Last Port

Loss Date
19 NOV 1862

Location
“Off Shallotte Inlet”

Cargo
“Turpentine
and rosin”

Halifax

1904
18 NOV 1862

Near Shallotte Inlet
Shallotte Inlet

Salt

Nassau

18 NOV 1862

Shallotte Inlet

Salt

Schooner
Schooner

1878
1914

Schooner
Schooner
Schooner

1862
1894
8 JUN 1862

Sank in channel
Ashore at mouth of
river
Shallotte Inlet
Shallotte Bar
Shallotte Inlet

Comment
“Captured and burned”

“Destroyed” by D. L. BraineU.S. steamer Monticello
“Driven
ashore
and
destroyed” by D. L. BraineU.S. steamer Monticello
Small coastal craft

Destroyed
Ran aground. Total loss.
“Burnt”
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Terrestrial Magnetic Anomaly Table

Appendix B: Terrestrial Magnetic Anomaly Table

Anomaly
9"1"nm"27.2g"91f
4"1"dp"17.3g"46.5f
5"1"dp"16.1g"60.2f
21"1"pm"23.4g"29.6f

X)Coordinate
Y)Coordinate
Survey)Line
2185235.93
54771.64
2185033.74
54691.14
2185046.55
54730.73
2184920.11
54582.93

)Anomaly)#
9
4
5
21

1
1
1
1

Signature
Negative6Monopolar
Dipolar
Dipolar
Positive6Monopolar

Intensity
27.2g
17.3g
16.1g
23.4g

Duration
91f
46.5f
60.2f
29.6f

Assessment
Modern6Debris
Modern6Debris
Modern6Debris
Modern6Debris
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Marine Magnetic Anomaly Table

Appendix C: Marine Magnetic Anomaly Table

Anomaly
020#1#nm#4.5g#59.5f
020#2#dp#5g#119.4f
018#1#nm#16.8g#55.2f
016#1#pm#8.3g#197.5f
016#2#pm#10.5g#38.3f
014#1#nm#93.2g#111.7f
012#1#nm#11.2g#32.9f
012#2#pm#154.1g#87f
012#3#dp#12.7g#41.6f
012#4#pm#5.3g#21.6f
010#1#pm#27.4g#68.7f
010#2#dp#83.2g#89.4f
010#3#dp#30.9g#57.4f
010#4##mc#46.3g#113.8f
008#1#pm#16g#46.2f
008#2#pm#14.2g#51.7f
008#3#mc#21.2g#95.8f
008#4#dp#4.3g#33.2f#
008#5#mc#16.6g#113.3f
008#6#mc#42.7g#106.8f
008#7#pm#7.5g#48.1f
008#8#dp#19.9g#50.2f

X)Coordinate
Y)Coordinate
Survey)Line)#
2185267.1
53843.2
20
2185657.9
53988.2
20
2184721
53728
18
2185387.4
54106.7
16
2185601.1
54201.4
16
2185384.6
54215.3
14
2185018.3
54172.2
12
2185317.5
54303.8
12
2185382.1
54320.8
12
2185440.4
54334.5
12
2184920.9
54240
10
2184996.4
54288.4
10
2185291.8
54403.4
10
2185422.5
54444.6
10
2184615.9
54220.4
8
2184730
54284.9
8
2184840.4
54326.7
8
2184997.4
54386.6
8
2185240.6
54461.4
8
2185372.2
54550.9
8
2185538.8
54601.5
8
2185651.3
54642.7
8

Target)#
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Signature
Negative7Monopolar
Dipolar
Negative7Monoipolar
Positive7Monoipolar
Positive7Monopolar
Negative7Monoipolar
Negative7Monoipolar
Positive7Monoipolar
Dipolar
Positive7Monoipolar
Positive7Monoipolar
Dipolar
Dipolar
Multicomponent
Positive7Monoipolar
Positive7Monoipolar
Multicomponent
Dipolar
Multicomponent
Multicomponent
Positive7Monoipolar
Dipolar

Intensity
4.5g
5g
16.8g
8.3g
10.5g
93.2g
11.2g
154.1g
12.7g
5.3g
27.4g
83.2g
30.9g
46.3g
16g
14.2g
21.2g
4.3g
16.6g
42.7g
7.5g
19.9g

Duration
59.5f
119.4f
55.2f
197.5f
38.3f
111.7f
32.9f
87f
41.6f
21.6f
68.7f
89.4f
57.4f
113.8f
46.2f
51.7f
95.8f
33.2f
113.3f
106.8f
48.1f
50.2f

Assessment
Modern7Debris
Modern7Debris
Modern7Debris
Modern7Debris
Modern7Debris
Modern7Debris
Modern7Debris
Modern7Debris
Modern7Debris
Modern7Debris
Modern7Debris
Modern7Debris
Modern7Debris
Modern7Debris
Modern7Debris
Modern7Debris
Modern7Debris
Modern7Debris
Modern7Debris
Modern7Debris
Modern7Debris
Modern7Debris
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Appendix D: Sonar Target Table

Sonar&Contact
SSS"01
SSS"02
SSS"03
SSS"04
SSS"05
SSS"06
SSS"07
SSS"08
SSS"09
SSS"010
SSS"011
SSS"012
SSS"013
SSS"014
SSS"015
SSS"016

X&Coordinate
Y&Coordinate
2185666.251 53827.24946
2185481.192 54240.81425
2184919.264 53971.19398
2184975.9 54062.24744
2185264.293 54169.89971
2185479.423 54255.72574
2184973.855 54100.44949
2184922.019 53979.98307
2184911.528 53984.44329
2184962.195 54106.88562
2185260.953 54170.78533
2185477.922 54259.15512
2185478.782 54304.46977
2184963.141 54127.84472
2184947.304 54159.52638
2185463.729 54317.14988

Assessment
Small"Linear"Object
Cluster"of"Small"Objects
Small"Single"Object
Cluster"of"Small"Objects
Small"Linear"Object
Linear"Cluster"of"Objects."Possibly"Groin"Remains.
Linear"Cluster"of"Objects."Possibly"Groin"Remains.
Small"Linear"Object
Small"Linear"Object
Linear"Cluster"of"Objects."Possibly"Groin"Remains.
Small"Single"Object
Linear"Cluster"of"Objects."Possibly"Groin"Remains.
Linear"Cluster"of"Objects."Possibly"Groin"Remains.
Linear"Cluster"of"Objects."Possibly"Groin"Remains.
Linear"Cluster"of"Objects."Possibly"Groin"Remains.
Linear"Cluster"of"Objects."Possibly"Groin"Remains.
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Sonar Target Report
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Target Image

Target Info

User Entered Info

SSS001.1

Dimensions and attributes

SSS002.1

Dimensions and attributes

● Sonar Time at Target: 12/12/2014 12:05:12 PM
● Click Position
33.8983608285 -78.3882271184 (WGS84)
33.8981881521 -78.3885011399 (NAD27LL)
33.8983608285 -78.3882271184 (LocalLL)
(X) 2185674.81 (Y) 54571.47 (Projected
Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NC83F
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Ocean Isle Sonar Data
2014\OIL_09141212120300.xtf
● Ping Number: 91142
● Range to target: 6.15 US ft
● Fish Height: 0.00 US ft
● Heading: 93.200 Degrees
● Event Number: 0
● Line Name: OIL_09141212120300
● Water Depth: 0.00 US ft
● Positioning System to Sensor: 2.3317

● Sonar Time at Target: 12/12/2014 11:40:24 AM
● Click Position
33.8974628007 -78.3888691332 (WGS84)
33.8972901177 -78.3891431293 (NAD27LL)
33.8974628007 -78.3888691332 (LocalLL)
(X) 2185481.97 (Y) 54243.42 (Projected
Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NC83F
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Ocean Isle Sonar Data
2014\OIL_16141212114000.xtf
● Ping Number: 54869
● Range to target: 86.84 US ft
● Fish Height: 8.74 US ft
● Heading: 259.400 Degrees
● Event Number: 0
● Line Name: OIL_16141212114000
● Water Depth: 0.00 US ft
● Positioning System to Sensor: 0.5688

● Target Width: 0.00 US ft
● Target Height: 0.00 US ft
● Target Length: 0.00 US ft
● Target Shadow: 0.00 US ft

● Target Width: 0.00 US ft
● Target Height: 0.00 US ft
● Target Length: 0.00 US ft
● Target Shadow: 0.00 US ft

SSS002.2

Dimensions and attributes

SSS003.1

Dimensions and attributes

SSS004.1

Dimensions and attributes

● Sonar Time at Target: 12/12/2014 11:44:35 AM
● Click Position
33.8975018205 -78.3888822011 (WGS84)
33.8973291379 -78.3891561966 (NAD27LL)
33.8975018205 -78.3888822011 (LocalLL)
(X) 2185477.92 (Y) 54257.60 (Projected
Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NC83F
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Ocean Isle Sonar Data
2014\OIL_15141212114200.xtf
● Ping Number: 60992
● Range to target: 69.17 US ft
● Fish Height: 5.64 US ft
● Heading: 83.900 Degrees
● Event Number: 0
● Line Name: OIL_15141212114200
● Water Depth: 0.00 US ft
● Positioning System to Sensor: 3.6224

● Sonar Time at Target: 12/12/2014 11:47:44 AM
● Click Position
33.8970975937 -78.3905502792 (WGS84)
33.8969249132 -78.3908242058 (NAD27LL)
33.8970975937 -78.3905502792 (LocalLL)
(X) 2184972.55 (Y) 54107.36 (Projected
Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NC83F
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Ocean Isle Sonar Data
2014\OIL_14141212114600.xtf
● Ping Number: 65603
● Range to target: 57.29 US ft
● Fish Height: 8.09 US ft
● Heading: 252.100 Degrees
● Event Number: 0
● Line Name: OIL_14141212114600
● Water Depth: 0.00 US ft
● Positioning System to Sensor: 7.8299

● Sonar Time at Target: 12/12/2014 11:47:56 AM
● Click Position
33.8967486995 -78.3907206768 (WGS84)
33.8965760162 -78.3909945969 (NAD27LL)
33.8967486995 -78.3907206768 (LocalLL)
(X) 2184921.62 (Y) 53980.06 (Projected
Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NC83F
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Ocean Isle Sonar Data
2014\OIL_14141212114600.xtf
● Ping Number: 65882
● Range to target: 44.89 US ft
● Fish Height: 8.82 US ft
● Heading: 260.500 Degrees
● Event Number: 0
● Line Name: OIL_14141212114600
● Water Depth: 0.00 US ft
● Positioning System to Sensor: 3.4860

● Target Width: 0.00 US ft
● Target Height: 0.00 US ft
● Target Length: 0.00 US ft
● Target Shadow: 0.00 US ft

● Target Width: 0.00 US ft
● Target Height: 0.00 US ft
● Target Length: 0.00 US ft
● Target Shadow: 0.00 US ft

● Target Width: 0.00 US ft
● Target Height: 0.00 US ft
● Target Length: 0.00 US ft
● Target Shadow: 0.00 US ft

SSS003.2

Dimensions and attributes

SSS005.1

Dimensions and attributes

SSS002.3

Dimensions and attributes

● Sonar Time at Target: 12/12/2014 11:49:46 AM
● Click Position
33.8970984123 -78.3905851588 (WGS84)
33.8969257319 -78.3908590840 (NAD27LL)
33.8970984123 -78.3905851588 (LocalLL)
(X) 2184961.97 (Y) 54107.60 (Projected
Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NC83F
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Ocean Isle Sonar Data
2014\OIL_13141212114900.xtf
● Ping Number: 68555
● Range to target: 8.61 US ft
● Fish Height: 6.78 US ft
● Heading: 77.700 Degrees
● Event Number: 0
● Line Name: OIL_13141212114900
● Water Depth: 0.00 US ft
● Positioning System to Sensor: 1.2206

● Sonar Time at Target: 12/12/2014 11:50:23 AM
● Click Position
33.8973994693 -78.3896496161 (WGS84)
33.8972267885 -78.3899235798 (NAD27LL)
33.8973994693 -78.3896496161 (LocalLL)
(X) 2185245.23 (Y) 54218.91 (Projected
Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NC83F
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Ocean Isle Sonar Data
2014\OIL_13141212114900.xtf
● Ping Number: 69458
● Range to target: 6.58 US ft
● Fish Height: 7.27 US ft
● Heading: 85.900 Degrees
● Event Number: 0
● Line Name: OIL_13141212114900
● Water Depth: 0.00 US ft
● Positioning System to Sensor: 6.1914

● Sonar Time at Target: 12/12/2014 11:50:50 AM
● Click Position
33.8975203438 -78.3888827692 (WGS84)
33.8973476614 -78.3891567647 (NAD27LL)
33.8975203438 -78.3888827692 (LocalLL)
(X) 2185477.70 (Y) 54264.34 (Projected
Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NC83F
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Ocean Isle Sonar Data
2014\OIL_13141212114900.xtf
● Ping Number: 70128
● Range to target: 34.42 US ft
● Fish Height: 7.27 US ft
● Heading: 78.800 Degrees
● Event Number: 0
● Line Name: OIL_13141212114900
● Water Depth: 0.00 US ft
● Positioning System to Sensor: 4.6331

● Target Width: 0.00 US ft
● Target Height: 0.00 US ft
● Target Length: 0.00 US ft
● Target Shadow: 0.00 US ft

● Target Width: 0.00 US ft
● Target Height: 0.00 US ft
● Target Length: 0.00 US ft
● Target Shadow: 0.00 US ft

● Target Width: 0.00 US ft
● Target Height: 0.00 US ft
● Target Length: 0.00 US ft
● Target Shadow: 0.00 US ft

SSS004.2

Dimensions and attributes

SSS003.3

Dimensions and attributes

SSS006.1

Dimensions and attributes

● Sonar Time at Target: 12/12/2014 11:49:34 AM
● Click Position
33.8967612776 -78.3907529650 (WGS84)
33.8965885945 -78.3910268837 (NAD27LL)
33.8967612776 -78.3907529650 (LocalLL)
(X) 2184911.79 (Y) 53984.58 (Projected
Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NC83F
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Ocean Isle Sonar Data
2014\OIL_13141212114900.xtf
● Ping Number: 68286
● Range to target: 87.12 US ft
● Fish Height: 7.74 US ft
● Heading: 77.900 Degrees
● Event Number: 0
● Line Name: OIL_13141212114900
● Water Depth: 0.00 US ft
● Positioning System to Sensor: 5.7384

● Sonar Time at Target: 12/12/2014 11:55:42 AM
● Click Position
33.8971014338 -78.3905617793 (WGS84)
33.8969287533 -78.3908357054 (NAD27LL)
33.8971014338 -78.3905617793 (LocalLL)
(X) 2184969.06 (Y) 54108.74 (Projected
Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NC83F
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Ocean Isle Sonar Data
2014\OIL_12141212115400.xtf
● Ping Number: 77252
● Range to target: 42.23 US ft
● Fish Height: 6.14 US ft
● Heading: 263.700 Degrees
● Event Number: 0
● Line Name: OIL_12141212115400
● Water Depth: 0.00 US ft
● Positioning System to Sensor: 7.1657

● Sonar Time at Target: 12/12/2014 11:21:05 AM
● Click Position
33.8963167608 -78.3882694241 (WGS84)
33.8961440641 -78.3885434468 (NAD27LL)
33.8963167608 -78.3882694241 (LocalLL)
(X) 2185666.55 (Y) 53827.43 (Projected
Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NC83F
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Ocean Isle Sonar Data
2014\OIL_22141212112000.xtf
● Ping Number: 26600
● Range to target: 57.98 US ft
● Fish Height: 11.04 US ft
● Heading: 247.100 Degrees
● Event Number: 0
● Line Name: OIL_22141212112000
● Water Depth: 0.00 US ft
● Positioning System to Sensor: 7.0269

● Target Width: 0.00 US ft
● Target Height: 0.00 US ft
● Target Length: 0.00 US ft
● Target Shadow: 0.00 US ft

● Target Width: 0.00 US ft
● Target Height: 0.00 US ft
● Target Length: 0.00 US ft
● Target Shadow: 0.00 US ft

● Target Width: 0.00 US ft
● Target Height: 0.00 US ft
● Target Length: 0.00 US ft
● Target Shadow: 0.00 US ft

SSS003.4

● Sonar Time at Target: 12/12/2014 11:57:48 AM
● Click Position
33.8971178681 -78.3906101412 (WGS84)
33.8969451880 -78.3908840653 (NAD27LL)
33.8971178681 -78.3906101412 (LocalLL)
(X) 2184954.34 (Y) 54114.63 (Projected
Coordinates)
● Map Projection: NC83F
● Acoustic Source File: F:\Ocean Isle Sonar Data
2014\OIL_11141212115700.xtf
● Ping Number: 80327
● Range to target: 87.86 US ft
● Fish Height: 5.69 US ft
● Heading: 81.700 Degrees
● Event Number: 0
● Line Name: OIL_11141212115700
● Water Depth: 0.00 US ft
● Positioning System to Sensor: 4.3362

Dimensions and attributes
● Target Width: 0.00 US ft
● Target Height: 0.00 US ft
● Target Length: 0.00 US ft
● Target Shadow: 0.00 US ft

